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       Rocket City Math League              2008-2009 

              Discovery (Pre-Calculus and Above) Test                   Round 1 
 

Answers must be written inside the adjacent answer boxes.  All answers must be written in exact, reduced, simplified, and rationalized form.  All 
decimals and mixed numbers must be written as improper fractions unless otherwise specified. $o calculators, books, or other aides may be used. 

You will be allowed 45 minutes to complete the test.  

1. Each point on this test should take the same amount of time, and it is a 45 minute test.  If you spend 15 minutes 
on the first 5 questions, how many more seconds have you used than you should have on the first five questions?  
                        (1 point) 

 
 

2. The fierce and futuristic nation of Belligero is planning a bombing raid on the nation of Tranquilica.  The 
Belligero air force plans to head out from their base at Malvokstreif and attack the city of Rose 288 miles directly 
to the South.  The next target is the city of Utopia, 84 miles directly west of Rose.  After the attack there, the 
airplanes will straight back to Malvokstreif.  If the planes fly at a constant speed of 1680 miles per hour and 
spend 1 hour at each of the two cities, how long will the whole trip take in minutes?                                     (1 point)  

 
 
 

3 Find the sum of all real x that satisfy the equation |x2 – 3| = |3x+1|.                                                              (1 point) 
 
 

4.  Joe Schmoe is down on his luck economically and, in his desperation, he robs the Safeguard Bank in his local 
town.  Fearing that he will be caught with the money, Joe cleverly decides to invest the $3500 he stole in the very 
bank he robbed!  If the bank compounds at a nominal annual rate of 8% compounded semiannually, how much 
money (in dollars and cents) will he be able to withdraw when he flees the country in exactly one year from when 

he deposited the money?                                                                                                                                   (1 point)                                                                                    

 
 

5. Zordac is in need of a new ship to replace the one he crashed.  He finds a dealership that will sell him a ship for 
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 glorks.  If he has 52 glorks, what percent of his glorks would he 

have to spend to buy the ship?                                                                                                                         (2 points) 

 
 

6. Johnny’s teacher counts in base 4.  There are 234 students in her class. She wants to make a math team of 124 
students from her class. How many possible distinct math teams can she make if the students are all 
distinguishable? (Answer in base 4)                                                                                                                (2 points) 
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                                                                                                                                         (2 points)  

 

8. After months of searching for the legendary golden rectangle of Atlantis, Gladius Conquister arrives at the 
sealed, stone doors that guard the treasure.  Inscribed on the doors is the following:  
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If he wishes to pass through these doors and claim the treasure within, he must find the sum of all values of x 
between 0 and 2π, exclusive, that satisfy the equation. Only then will the doors shift aside. What answer must 
Gladius give to open the doors?                                                                                                                       (2 points)                                                                                                         

 
 

9.  A Cryptographer is trying to decode a Martian code. The first few terms of the code are 1, 16, 9, 256, 25, 
1296…What is the 100th term of the sequential code?                                                                                    (3 points) 

 
 
 

10. Lonzo has a solid cube of Martian gemstone with 7m sides. He cuts smaller cubes out of the large cube such 

that each small cube contains a solid inscribed sphere of mass
2

π kg. The solid gemstone has a density of 

0.375kg/m3.  He cannot use scraps to make more cubes out of which to make spheres.  If Lonzo makes as many of 
these spheres as possible using these parameters how much gemstone does he have in kg that is not in any of the 
spheres?                                                                                                                                                            (3 points)                     

 
 

11. Let {x} be defined as the sum of the positive integral divisors of x. Find {{2008}-{2009}}                    (3points) 
 
 
 

12. An equilateral triangle with sides of length 16m is rotated 360 degrees about a perpendicular bisector of an 
altitude of the triangle.  What is the volume of this figure?                                                                             (4 points)  
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